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Did you ever
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Beautiful
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Better
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Like
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"I'm On My Way To Mandalay."

Words by ALFRED BRYAN.

by The Writers of "PEG O'MY HEART."

Music by FRED. FISCHER.

Moderato.

One I love, far away, by the sea,
All I love, long, by the sea,

way, far away, far away,
Land of Her love

sea, by the sea, by the sea,

Love, Mandalay, Mandalay, Mandalay,

song Mandalay, Mandalay, Mandalay,

Rings for me, rings for me, rings for me,

Where the All the
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The Greatest March Written in Twenty Years.

Love and Glory
Ask the leader or pianist to play it.
waving trees, kiss the ocean breeze. In a world will seem just a lovely dream. And I'll

garden fair, 'mid the roses there, I'm goin' to find someone never stray far from Mandalay, I'll live for one who

one who waits for me across the sea. lives alone for me in days to be.

CHORUS

I'm on my way to Mandalay, beneath the sheltering palms I

Have you a copy of the great international Waltz Success

The Old Wedding Gown

Something entirely new and beautiful! A real novelty!
want to stray, Oh, let me live and love for aye, On that
Is-land far away; I'm sen-ti-men-tal for my
Or-i-ent-al love, so sweet and gen-tle, That's why I'm

on my way to Man-da-lay, I've come to say "Good-bye," I'm bye.

Something "New" but "Different"
"CHAPEL CHIMES"- Reverie.
Introducing that fascinating CHIME EFFECT
Be sure to get a copy - you will thoroughly enjoy it.
Latest Novelties for the Piano.

Two New and Beautiful Reveries Introducing that Fascinating Chime Effect.

CHAPEL CHIMES
Reverie  By M. Greenwald.

CHIMES AT TWILIGHT
Reverie  By Leslie Taylor

RED MAN
Indian Intermezzo  By Henry Longboat

COLONIAL LOVE
Syncopated Waltz  By Calvin Grooms

Complete Copies for Sale wherever Music is sold, or 15 cents each, postpaid from the Publisher.
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DO YOU KNOW that you can get the very finest edition of Sheet Music at 10c a copy? Why pay 25c, or $1.00 for your choicest classic pieces?
"CENTURY EDITION" Music is printed on the finest full sized paper, from new, engraved plates, containing latest revisions. No choicer Edition can be found anywhere at any price.

At the uniform price of 10c, a copy you can get five or ten pieces at the usual cost of one, with a GUARANTEE that covers your entire satisfaction with any selection you may buy.
Ask your dealer to show a few selections as specimens only, and you will agree that "CENTURY" is the most wonderful Edition ever issued.